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ABSTRACT
A series of drive shaft failures in ball type pulverizers prompted an investigation into the cause(s) of
the fractures, particularly relevant since several of the failures had occurred within comparatively
short shaft service lives. The investigation undertaken by American Electric Power included detailed
metallurgical analyses, review of maintenance and operating histories, and interfacing with other utilities which had experienced similar failures.
The metallurgical study concluded that the fractures had consistently been initiated by fretting and
were propagated by fatigue cracking at the shaft/yoke bushing contact point. Assessment of plant operating history and rebuild records revealed that fretting did not always cause an immediate failure but
that several variables appeared to have potential effects on the transition from pure fretting to a fatigue
failure of the shaft.
One corrective measure taken was to shot peen the contact zone of the shaft, but this technique was
found to be ineffective in preventing failure. Correspondence with other utilities having similar experiences revealed genuine concern and strong interest in preventing future shaft failures. The formation
of a database of operating history, maintenance practices, failure studies and corrective action plans
is anticipated in order to pinpoint the root cause of the failures and to minimize premature failures of
these pulverizer shafts.
This paper summarizes the status of ball type pulverizer shaft failures and presents our current
understanding of the problem. The goal of the continuing study is to develop widespread utility participation in order to develop more stringent maintenance and operating procedures to prevent these
failures.
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checks on the alignment of the top bearing plate to the gearbox showed misalignments that required boring and sleeving of the upper radial bearing.
• scrapped lower grinding rings from E70 series mills were examined. Excessive
wear to the pyrite kicker lugs was seen. This type of wear was not present on EL76
rings previously removed from Sporn Unit 5.
• locknut torquing practices were reviewed since it was apparent that no measurable
consistency was practiced. However, this line of investigation was discontinued
when no correlation with the failures could be established.
(2) A review of shaft manufacturing practices in the areas of heat treatment, inspection and
machining was undertaken. In addition, assistance from the OEM and other parts suppliers was enlisted to determine whether tolerances, materials, finishes or other shaftspecific items had been changed recently. This effort did not yield significant findings.
(3) The metallurgical study showed that fatigue crack propagation was initiated at fretting
damage on the tapered surface of the shaft. One method to reduce the propensity of
fretting damage is to shot peen the affected surfaces. This introduces compressive
stresses to the outer fibers of the shaft which also promote resistance to fatigue cracking. Literature on the subject of fretting remedies makes it clear that if the vibrational
movement between the two surfaces is significant, fretting cannot be avoided. This
proved to be relevant in the Sporn shaft, as the shaft which had been shot peened failed
after less than 100 hours of operation as a result of fretting induced fatigue cracking.
Based on OEM recommendations and the findings produced by the above tasks, it was decided that
the most effective solution was to focus on reducing or removing the sources of the loads on the tapered
section of the shaft which produce the vibration. Prior to receiving the results of the utility survey, the
remedial steps were identified as:
(1) Build up of pyrites on the grinding surfaces causes uneven loading on the grinding
rings and hence, the yoke. If the pyrite boxes are plugged and not emptied, the potential for problems is aggravated. A means to detect pluggage and to remedy the problem
was needed. Excessive wear on the kicker lugs and the plugged, failed mills served as
evidence to support this.
(2) The shape of the lower grinding ring and the orientation of the throat opening on the Etype mills was thought to dribble more than the EL mills, which can contribute to pyrite
pluggage. A decision was made to complete an EL conversion on one mill to test this
theory. At the time, AEP was unaware that other utilities had been experiencing shaft
breakage with EL mills.
(3) Methods to improve the yoke bushing-to-shaft fit were explored. Shrink-fitting the
yoke bushing to the shaft was employed on mills at the Sporn Plant.

SUMMARY
Industry experience would indicate that both E- and EL-type mills are prone to fretting/fretting
fatigue failures at the yoke bushing to tapered shaft fit area. This is most likely caused by unbalanced
forces experienced during grinding which produce bending stresses at this fit location. The lack of support between the upper radial bearing and the yoke bushing permits bending stresses to be imposed on
the shaft. However, many operation variables can also produce the same result.
Snubbers are currently being used by one utility to dampen out the unbalanced cyclic loading on
the grinding rings until wear in the grinding elements reduces their effectiveness. Other steps which
have been taken to improve the fit of the yoke bushing to the shaft such as heat shrinking may also prove
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effective. Surface treatments such as nitriding and shot peening of the contact zone of the shaft to
improve fretting resistance may also prove effective in the case of lower cyclic stresses. These steps
may extend the life of the shaft but may. not address the root cause of the problem. Their effectiveness
has yet to be proven by service hours.
To summarize AEP's actions to date, shot peening has been applied to the contact zone of shafts
without success. The approach taken at the Sporn Plant was to convert the E-type mills to the EL-type.
This was done to reduce pyrite dribble which is thought to be an improved feature of the EL-type mill. It
is believed that pyrite build-up on the grinding rings led to many of the failures, but this has not been
confirmed. A more detailed investigation of these shaft failures is planned including, among other
steps, the role that the grinding rings may play in the failures. At this date, seven of the sixteen mills at
the Sporn Plant have been converted from E- to EL-type mills. In addition, a shrink fit of the yoke bush
ing was made on two of the converted mills. However, only one mill has been put into service since
the rebuild. After only 900 hours of service, this mill has yet to experience failure. More service hours
are required on the converted mills in order to judge the effectiveness of these steps.
The overall goal of this study is not merely to solve the immediate problem of shaft breakage, but
also to develop a predictive maintenance model which could be used when mill rebuilds andlor inspections are required. AEP and Riley Stoker will continue to enlist other interested utilities to participate
in this study.
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